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THE lXEU%ENCE OF THE AI’XTJCATIONOF HNIII?DURIIVG
SPIN RECOWERY OF MULTIENGINE AmPLANls*
By P. H6hler

Abstract:

Outline:

The effect of application of power, so fsr not clarified, is
investigated in the present report in order to give the pilot,
In addition to the control measures, an expedient for spin
recovery of multienginedairpleneso To this end, a series of
spins was,performed with sn airplane of the Go 1~0 type. ~t
was possible to set uy a uniform rule regarding the effect of
power, for right end left spins as well as for sny conibination
of the direction of rotation of the propellers.
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INTRODUCTION

A number of recent spin accidents of multienginedairplanes gave
cause to investigate the effect of the propeller during spin recovery.
—
—.
.=
The present brief report will show the principsl effects of the application of power and illustrate them by the results of a few test flights. “._
Due to the gyroscopic moment of the propeller the effect of application
——
of power will be different for right &d left spins. Hence the tests must
be performed in both directions; for every engine cofiination. Due to the
centrifugal forces and particularly to the additional gyroscopic-motint”s”‘“ j
caused by application of full power, the stress on the suspension of the
outer engine WY exceed the breaking-load. Thus an airplane of the
w 150 type was chosen for the tests because the engines sre located at
a small lateral distance from the center of the fuselege and are sul.jec~gd
to smell centrifugal accelerations (fig. 1).
.~.
.——
——.
--*,r
Einfluss des Gasgebens beim Beenden des Trudelns mehrmtoriger
.
Flugzeuge.” Zentrale fiirwissenschaftliches Berichtswesen der Luftf~=.r,—
forschung des Generelluftzeugmeisters (ZWB), Berlin-Adlershof,
Forschungsbericht Nr. 1’536,February 12, 1942.
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IIo EFIIECTOF THE PROPELLER T3RUST AND
THE GYRCX3COFICMOMENTS

If power is applied during a spin, the propeller Must
S gives a
vertdcal component Sv which causes an increase in the rate of descent.
The centripetally directed component Sh augments the radius of spin
since, for reasons of equilibrium, the centrifugal force”must increase,
and the angular velocity about the spin axis varies only slightly. (See
fig. 2.) The moments of the forces me of greater importance than the
forces themselves, If both propellers are assumed to be--rotatingclock–
wise as is customary for German afrplanes, a nosehea~ gyroscapic moment
arises for right spins, a tailheavy one for left spins. Ffwe
3 iUUS–
trates the sense of direction af the gyroscopic moments. !Chethrust of
the inner engine produces a moment that has a retarding effect on the
spinning rotatfon whereqs the thrust of the outer engine prQduces a
moment that excites the rotation. Table I gives a compilation of the
effects of application of POWW fm rtght and leftispins. If two opposed
effects are superimposed, the influence is uncertain and depends In each
case on the data of the airplane.

—
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TABLE Ia
(Clockwise RQtati~
State.

.-

.

EngineS)

Ritit SDi71

full power with

Effect

Influence

right engine

snti+pin moment, noseheavy

very favorable

left engine

pro-spin moment, noseheavy

uncertain

both engine~

noseheavy

slightly favorable

TABLE Ib
(Clockwise Rotating Engines)
State

I

—
—

Left Spin

full power with:

Effect

Influence
1

right engine

pro-spin uuunent,tailheavy

left engine.

anti-spin moment, tailheavy

very harmful
uncertain
I

both engines

tailheavy

slightly harmful

I
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EERJ?CFIMANmOF THE mm

All test flights were stsrted at an altitude of 2000 meters. The
entry into the spin was effected bY S1OW1Y ~~~g
the c~trol stick re~
wad until the tirplane was mst
stalledj Men pfi~
the stick back. ____
to its limit followed with a simultaneous sudden rudder deflection to
obtain the desired spin direction. The rudder was kept in this position
until a recovery attempt was made. After a steady state with engines
idling had been attained, the throttles were opened wide – according to
the conibinationto be investigated–– and the second steady state now
arising was awaited. As soon as the latter had set in, several.turns
were measured. Recovery from spfn was made by means of the expedient
described in Forschungsbericht Nr. lJ40 of the DVZ which will be indicated
here once more.

..

1. Sudden full rudder deflection opposed-to the direction of
rotation; no pressing forward of the stick but yielding to the elevator
if it tends to m@re forward by itself; ailerons in mean position.
,

2.

Immediately after the cessation of the spinning rotation all
surfaces neutralized and a gentle pull+ut of the ensuing nose
dive effected.

control

.

After the control surfaces were moved for recovery the turns for
recovery were measured to detetine the influence of the propulsing unit
in each case. No measuring instruments were installed for this brief
investigation. In order to be able to detetine the rnuiberof turns
required for recovery, the spin was made over a characteristic pattern
of lines (in the present case o~er the Oder river). The controls were
moved for recovery when the longitudinal axis of the airplane was parallel
to the direction of the line fixed relative to the ground. In this _er ..——
it was possible to count contlnuaJJy from half-turn to half-turn and to
determine the recovery tiWn
an angle of approximately 20° with respect
to this direction. In order to determine the angular velocity of the
steady spfn several.turns were timed and the corresponding rate of descent
ascertained from the loss of altitude occurring durtig the timing. Of
course, this simple test method may be applied only when the pilot has
had extensive experience with spins.

HT.

.

.

msuLTs

With the engines idling the state of spin became steady between the
third and fourth turns. The rate of rotation and the rate of descent were
measured from the fourth to tenth turns and the recovery was started after
the eleventh turn. The cpin was rather steep, the angle of attack being
approximately 30°. The airflow at the tail was such that the elevator

—
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tended to float at its full-up position. The rate of descent with the
engines idling was about 25 meters per second. Recovery from spins in
eitherdirection required about one turn; therefore the-spin behaviour
of the Go 150 may be considered absolutely harmless. “For the present
investigation an airplane wfth a flatter state of spin would have been
more desirable since the recovery would have tsken more time, and the
difference %etween the verious engine adjustments would have been more
clearly merked. In the flights with power application the second steady
state was attained after the fifth turn. The rate of rotation and the
rate of descent were measured from the sixth to tenth tan& the
recovery was started after the eleventh. The results are compiled in
table 11. Three tests were conducted for each condition listed on
table II so that, apart from the preliminary tests for orientation,
24 test flights wer~ performed. ~hus every-point may be considered
sufficiently proved, in spite of the simple test metho~

—

--

TABLE 11

,

State

Right spin
Nuniber
of Turns
Rate of Angular
Descent Velocity Required
Ws
Q
for
l/see
m/sec
Recovery
An

engines idling

24.5

3.2

-.

Left spin

3/4

Rate of
Descent
Ws
m/sec

Number
of Turns
Velocity Required
n
for
l/see
Recovery
“An
.—

*

war

-.

27

full power
With :
does riotspin

right engine

29

,3.2

left.engine

26

393

1

29

3.2

1

both engines

27

3.2

3/4

30

3.1

1

As antici~ated, the effect of the right e~ine.~oves to ~e most favorable
for recov&y f~om a right spin. In 6pite of the rudder leing held in the
direction of the spin, recovery is made solely-by application of power.
Just as clearly illustrated is the harmful infIuence of the outer engfne
in a left spin.

i—
—
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SUMMARY

summsrizing it may be said:
For multienginedairplanes use should be made of the inner engines
in sny case, for right as well as left spins. s
If the propellers turn clockwise, the favorable effect of the inner
engines is strongest in right spins. In the case of the Go 150 spinning
even becomes impossible when the inboard engine is operated under fuIJ.
power. If the propellers rotate counte=lockwise, the favorable effect
of applying power to the inboard engines is most marked in left spins.

ti-——
.
.

—
-,

For airplanes having propellers that operate in opposite directions “such that the right propellers turn clockwise and the left propellers
turn counter-clockwise (German type) the favorable influence of the inner
engines is equally strong for right and left spins. For airplanes having
the right propellers turning co~te~lockwise
smd the left propeller
turning clockwise (l?kenchtype) the effect of.operating the inner engines
is equally wesk for”the right and left spins.

;:

The outer engines are to be kept idling since they, first, impair
the recovery and, second, could be torn from their suspension when the
large centrifugal forces which occur during the spin are combined witk
the large ggroscopfc moments which occur when full power is applied to
the engine. Hence It is also undesirable to apply full power to both
inboard and outboard engines simultaneously during spins.

Translatedby Mary L. Mahler
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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.i7Qurel.- General arrangement dratig of Go 150 airplane.
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Figure 2.-
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Figure 3.- The rotation vector of both prope”ilerstends to ~e turned
toward the angular -velocityvector of the r&tion of spin.

